The Library holds a wide range of resources which relate to LGBTQI+ issues. Explore the sections below for some inspiration. Check YorSearch or Box of Broadcasts for availability.

**Films**

- Law of desire / Pedro Almodóvar
- Ma vie en rose / Alain Berliner
- Priest / Antonia Bird
- Hedwig and the angry inch / John Cameron Mitchell
- The kids are all right / Lisa Cholodenko
- The hours / Stephen Daldry
- Laurence anyways / Xavier Dolan
- My brother the devil / Sally El Hosaini
- A single man / Tom Ford
- Cabaret / Bob Fosse
- My beautiful laundrette / Stephen Frears
- Weekend / Andrew Haigh
- Carol / Todd Haynes
- Beautiful thing / John Harvey
- Breakfast on Pluto / Neil Jordan
- The crying game / Neil Jordan
- Blue is the warmest colour / Abdellatif Kechiche
- Brokeback mountain / Ang Lee
- The wedding banquet / Ang Lee
- Love is the devil / John Maybury
- Show me love / Lukas Moodysson
- Loose cannons / Ferzan Ozpetek
● Boys don’t cry / Kimberley Pierce
● Orlando / Sally Potter
● Love is strange / Ira Sachs
● Milk / Gus Van Sant
● My own private Idaho / Gus Van Sant
● Happy together / Wong Kar Wai
● Pride / Matthew Warchus
● Additional film resources from the Leeds Queer Film Festival

Documentaries

● Stonewall uprising
● Stonewall: the riots that triggered the gay revolution
● It’s not unusual: a lesbian and gay history - Into the light
● Prejudice and pride: the people’s history of LGBTQ Britain
● 50 shades of gay
● Pop, pride and prejudice
● Queerama
● Queer Britain
● Stephen Fry: out there
● Queer as art
● How to survive a plague

Journals and Periodicals

● LGBT Magazine Archives
● Journal of LGBT Youth

Literature - a small selection of LGBTQI+ works

● The well of loneliness / Radclyffe Hall
● The ballad of Reading Gaol / Oscar Wilde
● Oranges are not the only fruit / Jeanette Winterson
● Orlando / Virginia Woolf
● Maurice / E M Forster
● The color purple / Alice Walker
● A single man / Christopher Isherwood
● Tales of the city / Armistead Maupin
● Carol / Patricia Highsmith
• Tipping the velvet / Sarah Waters
• The line of beauty / Alan Hollinghurst
• X marks the spot: an anthology of nonbinary experiences / Theo Hendrie
• Nevada / Imogen Binnie
• Giovanni’s room / James Baldwin
• Just above my head / James Baldwin
• Trumpet / Jackie Kay

Queer studies

• Undoing gender / Judith Butler
• Gender trouble: feminism and the subversion of identity / Judith Butler
• Bodies that matter: on the discursive limits of “sex” / Judith Butler
• Queer: a graphic history / Meg John Barker
• The epistemology of the closet / Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick
• Female masculinity / Jack Halberstam
• The queer art of failure / Jack Halberstam
• Queer phenomenology: orientations, objects, others / Sara Ahmed
• No future: queer theory and the death drive / Lee Edelman
• Fear of a queer planet: queer politics and social theory / Michael Warner

Trans studies

• Trans*: a quick and quirky account of gender variability / Jack Halberstam
• The transgender studies reader / Susan Stryker and Stephen Whittle
• The transgender studies reader 2 / Susan Stryker and Aren Z. Aizura
• Normal life: administrative violence, critical trans politics and the limits of law / Dean Spade
• Mobile subjects: transnational imaginaries of gender reassignment / Aren Z. Aizura
• Trans kids: being gendered in the twenty-first century / Tey Meadow
• Black on both sides: a racial history of trans identity / C. Riley Snorton
• Non-binary genders: navigating communities, identities and healthcare / Ben Vincent
• Diversity in family life: gender, relationships and social change / Elisabetta Ruspini
• TransForming gender: transgender practices of identity, intimacy and care / Sally Hines

Roots of the LGBTQI+ movement

• Stonewall: the riots that sparked the gay revolution / David Carter
Race and minorities

- Queer indigenous studies: critical interventions in theory, politics, and literature / Qwo-Li Driskill
- Queer Muslims in Europe: sexuality, religion and migration in Belgium / Wim Peumans
- Black queer studies: a critical anthology / E. Patrick Johnson and Mae G. Henderson
- Impossible desires: queer diasporas and South Asian public cultures / Gayatri Gopinath
- Disidentification: queers of color and the performance of politics / Jose Esteban Munoz
- Freedom with violence: race, sexuality, and the US state / Chandan Reddy
- The invention of women: making an African sense of western gender discourses / Oyeronke Oyewumi
- Gender nonconformity, race, and sexuality: charting the connections / T. Lester
- The sacred hoop: recovering the feminine in American Indian traditions / Paula Gunn Allen
- Infamous desire: male homosexuality in colonial Latin America / P. Sigal
- Male daughters, female husbands: gender and sex in African society / Ifi Amadiume
- Aberrations in black: toward a queer of color critique / Roderick A. Ferguson
- This bridge called my back: writings by radical women of colour / Cherrie Moraga
- Time on two crosses: the collected writings of Bayard Rustin / Bayard Rustin
- Patricia Hill Collins: reconceiving motherhood / Kaila Adia Story
- Your silence will not protect you / Audre Lorde
- Home girls: a black feminist anthology / Barbara Smith
- The complete works of Pat Parker / Pat Parker
- For nights like this one: stories of loving women / Becky Birtha
- Dyke hands and sutras erotic and lyric / S. Diane Bogus
- After mecca: women poets and the black arts movement / Cheryl Clarke
- If I could write this in fire / Michelle Cliff
- Where the apple falls / Samiya Bashir

International relations and migration

- Queer international relations: sovereignty, sexuality and the will to knowledge / Cyntia Weber
- Transnational ways of belonging and queer ways of being: exploring transnationalism through the trajectories of the rainbow flag / Christine M.Klapeer and Pia Laskar
- Out of time: the queer politics of postcoloniality / Rahul Rao
- The new homonormativity: the sexual politics of neoliberalism / Lisa Duggan (chapter in Materializing democracy: toward a revitalized cultural politics / Russ Castronovo and Dana D. Nelson)
- Terrorist assemblages: homonationalism in queer times / Jasbir K. Paur
- Everything you always wanted to know about sex (in IR) but were afraid to ask: the ‘queer turn’ in international relations / Melanie Richter-Montpetit
- Queer migration politics: activist rhetoric and coalitional possibilities / Karma R. Chavez
- Queer migrations: sexuality, US citizenship, and border crossings / Eithne Luibhéid and Lionel Cantu
- Queer and trans migrations: dynamics of illegalization, detention and deportation / Eithne Luibhéid and Karma R. Chavez
- Spaces between us: queer settler colonialism and indigenous decolonization / Scott Lauria Morgensen
- The Queen of America goes to Washington City: essays on sex and citizenship / Lauren Berlant

Education

- Broom closet or fish bowl? an ethnographic exploration of a university queer center and oneself / Eric D. Teman and Maria K. E. Lahman

Literary and drama studies

- Reconsidering the emergence of the gay novel in English and German / James P. Wilper
- Using theatre to change attitudes toward lesbian, gay and bisexual students / Susan V. Iverson and Christin Seher

Law and equality

- Going to Strasbourg: an oral history of sexual orientation discrimination and the European Convention on Human Rights / Paul Johnson
- The homosexual(ity) of law / Leslie Moran
- Law’s desire: sexuality and the limits of justice / Carl Stychin
Health and social care

- Understanding trans health: discourse, power and possibility / Ruth Pearce
- Lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans health inequalities: international perspectives in social work / Julie Fish and Kate Karban
- Social work and lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans people: making a difference / Julie Fish